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Our flagship project: Marimaca

Today, the Phase I area, is at the centre of a larger Marimaca Project,
which comprises 8 areas stretching up to 2 kilometres east to west
and 8 kilometres north to south. Although these 8 areas are distinct
from a property law perspective, because they represent individual
property transactions as the project was consolidated over time,
geologically they don’t have boundaries, and together have the
potential to be a single resource, orebody and project.
The areas immediately surrounding Marimaca 1-23 to the west
and north, namely La Atómica, Atahualpa and Tarso are currently
being explored in the fully funded US$12 million Phase II exploration
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PHASE 3

The original discovery was made in the area called Marimaca 1-23,
and the focus of a Phase I exploration program, resulting in the
publication in 2017 of a NI 43-101 compliant copper oxide Mineral
Resource Estimate of 48 million tonnes in Measured and Indicated
categories. In 2018, Coro subsequently published a 2018 definitive
feasibility study.

Some early work is also being undertaken in the areas to the south
called Sierra and Sorpresa and to the north called Cedro and
Olimpo, which could form part of a Phase III exploration program.

PHASE 2

The Marimaca Project

Coro’s VP of Exploration, Sergio Rivera, made the original Marimaca
discovery in 2016. Since then, the exploration activities at
Marimaca have grown along with the confidence in what is proving
to be one of the most exciting copper oxide discoveries in Chile
in the last decade. A fully funded Phase II exploration program is
currently underway, targeting an enlarged resource in the third
quarter of 2019.

program. Coro is periodically releasing results from this Phase II
program and plans to announce an enlarged Mineral Resource
Estimate during H2 2019.

PHASE 1

The Marimaca Project is located in the Antofagasta Region of
northern Chile. It is situated within a 25 kilometre radius of plugand-play infrastructure: people, power, water, road and rail networks.
The regional capital Antofagasta, a city built on mining and today the
world’s “capital of copper”, is only 60 kilometres away.
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Who is Coro?

Leadership

Coro is a Canadian-quoted copper company focused on
exploring and developing new sources of copper to supply an
increasing global demand for this essential commodity.

Coro has some of the best exploration geologists in the business who are
behind many well-known Chilean and international discoveries. They are
part of a wider technical and commercial team, supported by a strong
Board and two private equity backers at the vanguard of mining investment.

Our vision is to create significant value for our shareholders
and stakeholders by realizing the full potential of our flagship
Marimaca project, which has the promise to become one of the
most significant copper-oxide discoveries in recent years.
Coro is committed to the highest standards of governance,
environmental stewardship and corporate social responsibility.

Shareholders

Greenstone 55.6% | Tembo 15.7% | Mackenzie 5.3%

Board
Colin Kinley Independent Chairman Luis Tondo Executive Director
Petra Decher Independent Director Michael Haworth Director
Tim Petterson Independent Director Alan Stephens Director

Why Invest?
MARIMACA

Proving its potential as one of the best recent open-pittable copper oxide deposits discoveries in Chile
Well-funded and clearly defined exploration program to increase Marimaca’s resource base
Benefits from an unrivalled location with infrastructure access in a tier one mining jurisdiction

COPPER

Positive copper fundamentals will benefit the development of Marimaca
Strong demand outlook due to population growth, electrification and urbanization
Forecast supply deficit due to lack of new discoveries, projects and falling production

an attractive deposit

Cu

the right commodity

CORO

set for growth

Realigned corporate structure with a new shareholder, Board & management team
Recapitalized to enable focus on delivering value from Marimaca
Potential to drive short-term value with longer-term optionality

Shares outstanding: 1,455,388,294 | Options: 51,365,410
Market Cap: C$160m (C$0.11 shareprice)
Cash: US$8.7m (31 Dec ’18) | Debt: US$0m

